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Chapter 1141

Thinking of this, Jessica became angry, and she clearly told him why this little
guy is still so cunning.

{Don’t play tricks on me, send me the address quickly, or Aunt Jessica will
really get angry, and you will know the consequences if I am really angry. }

When he saw this message, Levi could almost imagine Jessica’s appearance
at the moment, and couldn’t help but want to cover his mouth and laugh, but
there was no way, Levi didn’t like this blind date.

And he felt that it would be okay for him to ask to eat himself, anyway, he just
had a try.

“If you can afford it, you can pay, if you can’t afford it, don’t pay. This is
nothing.”

But it depends on whether he dared to admit it.

{Aunt Jessica, don’t worry, Levi will take care of it. }

{Address, speed. }

Levi made a cute and cute emoticon, then put away the phone, and did not
continue to communicate with Jessica. Jessica was so angry that she stood at
the gate with a terrible face.



And Janis saw that she had been out for a long time, but she hadn’t got a taxi
yet, so she had to come over and take a look.

“What happened?”

“Levi is not willing to give me an address.” Jessica said helplessly.

“Why? Doesn’t this little guy worry about you?”

“What is he worried about? Mom, we have to worry that it should be the
person who has a blind date with me, who is designated to be Levi Keng.”

“What are you talking about? Levi is so cute, and besides, he is just a child,
how could he cheat others?”

Jessica: “…”

She glanced at her mother helplessly, and it seemed that she had been
completely subdued by Levi, and Levi must be a good seller in front of them,
so the Zhou couple didn’t know the true face of this little devil.

Thinking of this, Jessica didn’t want to argue anymore, and could only say: “I
will send a message to Li Sihan.”

She and Li Sihan added WeChat to each other, but they haven’t exchanged
mobile phone numbers.

Originally, she called Levi directly because she was familiar with this little guy
and was easy to handle. She didn’t expect him to be like a copper wall and
iron wall.

Now she has to start from her side.



Jessica sent a WeChat message to Li Sihan.

She waited for a long time before she got a sentence.

{Don’t worry, I will take care of him. }

Jessica: “…”

He is not willing to tell her where is the location? It seems that it was
brainwashed by Levi? Why is this little guy so…

Forget it, saying that it’s impossible to hate him. Jessica had to find another
way. She drove a car on the side of the road and said to the driver after
getting in the car: “Uncle, do you know where the most expensive place is
recently???”

“The place with the highest consumption?” The uncle turned his expression
and seemed to be thinking.

Upon seeing this, Jessica quickly added: “Eater!”

The uncle knew instantly: “Well, I run outside all year round. I know there are
so many places, but which one are you going to?”

Which one to go? Jessica also didn’t know where Levi would take Li Sihan to
the pit, but since he was unwilling to let her pass, she was sure he would pit Li
Sihan to death.

Now she can only find one family first.

Thinking of this, Jessica opened her mouth to the driver and said, “The
troublesome uncle will take me to one of them first. I have to go and find
someone. If I can’t find someone, I will go to the next one.”



The uncle thought for a while, then nodded: “Okay.”

After the car drove here, Jessica sent a message to Li Sihan. She couldn’t
speak too bluntly so as not to undermine others’ self-esteem, so the message
was very euphemistic.

{I’m really sorry, Levi is too naughty, you just met him, and you really don’t
have this obligation to ask him to eat. Well, I will spend all his consumption
today or you can just tell me the address and I will go directly. }

If you say this, it shouldn’t hurt the other party’s self-esteem, Jessica thought.

However, after the message was sent, there was still no response. There was
no way, Jessica could only wait for the response.

And here, Levi has taken Li Sihan to the destination. After arriving at the
destination, Li Sihan frowned slightly at the magnificent hotel in front of him,
but after another thought, a child would never come to the hotel to eat?
Moreover, such a prosperous place is a five-star category, how could he
understand it as a child?

It should be that the suggestion here is more iconic, and the place he wants to
find is only near this hotel.

Li Sihan soon finished comforting himself, and then got off the car with Levi.

“Let’s go, uncle will take you to eat.”

Are you so generous now? Levi blinked. Is this uncle really willing to spend a
lot of money to buy him food?

Humph!



But soon, when Levi brought him to the hotel to go in, Li Sihan’s complexion
changed a little, “Levi, are you going to the wrong place?”

Hearing, Levi looked back at him with bright eyes.

“Wrong place? There is no uncle.”

“Then what are you…” Li Sihan’s face was hard to look like, is this little kid
really planning to eat in this five-star hotel? How much does it cost to eat
here?

“Uncle doesn’t want to talk too much?”

Because they are standing at the door, there are quite a lot of people coming
and going. Although Levi’s voice is not loud, Li Sihan’s own psychology is so
embarrassing that he can only walk over and lower his voice.

“Uncle didn’t say anything, but he felt that this place is not suitable for
children. Uncle will take you to a place that specializes in making food for
children, OK?”

Levi’s eyes rolled and asked suddenly.

“Is uncle afraid that this place is too expensive? Don’t worry, if your uncle
doesn’t want to invite Levi, Levi can call my uncle to pay.”

“! If there is no good uncle, then you can’t take away Aunt Jessica.”

Speaking of it, he doesn’t know if his uncle will come after seeing his
message. Levi pouted in his heart. If his uncle couldn’t come, then he would
ignore his uncle again.



“…” Li Sihan’s face was even more ugly when he heard Levi telling his uncle
to pay the money. The kid was dragged away by Jessica halfway through his
words, but Li Sihan heard those words clearly.

It must be something Jessica has to do with his uncle.

Now the kid said in front of him that he asked his uncle to come over and pay.
Isn’t this looking down on him as a blind date? The face-saving Li Sihan said:
“No, uncle can afford it. You want to eat here, right? Then we’ll go in.”

“Oh, thank you Uncle.”

After the two entered, Levi found a box in a familiar way. Li Sihan followed the
waiter, a little embarrassed, but still asked cheeky.

“What is the minimum consumption here?”

The waiter has a good attitude, “Hello sir, the minimum consumption for
booking a box is 5,000.”

Five thousand…

Li Sihan’s face looked a little ugly again, that is to say, he had to take five
thousand dollars today.

Chapter 1142

Five thousand Yuan.

If you say that five thousand dollars can…it’s nothing.

He is afraid that the kid will do tricks later, and then spend a little more money.



Thinking of this, Li Sihan suddenly regretted it. He really shouldn’t have a
swollen face to support the fat man.

But now that he has been brought in, it is hard for him to be an adult and bring
a child out again.

Li Sihan felt very regretful in his heart.

After entering the box, he sadly watched Levi ordering food next to him, while
calculating in his heart, comforting himself.

Forget it, five thousand is five thousand, marrying a daughter-in-law is more
than this money, the most important thing is to get that woman in hand.

When he thinks that Jessica will marry in the end, and after she marries, he
will also become the owner of that ramen restaurant. Then there will be no
need to get up and go to work every day, and be the boss directly and let the
woman give Washing and cooking by yourself is great.

After thinking about it this way, Li Sihan felt that the five thousand dollars was
quite worth it.

After Levi ordered the meal, he found that Li Sihan didn’t have a heartache
expression at all, and he seemed to be intoxicated in his own thoughts.
Although he didn’t understand the meaning of that expression, he didn’t think
it was a good expression.

“What is uncle thinking?”

Levi suddenly said, and Li Sihan was pulled back to his senses by his voice.
When he saw the child sitting in front of him staring at him with those clear
eyes, he smiled again.

“I didn’t think about anything, is the millet beans ready? Is it enough?”



Levi smiled.

“Enough, thank you uncle.”

“You are welcome.”

The way Levi looked at the other party didn’t seem to hurt at all, and he didn’t
know how he suddenly changed. The phone vibrated. Levi looked down and
found it was a WeChat sent by his uncle.

{Where?}

Upon seeing this, Levi’s eyes lit up!

Oh, my uncle is finally here!

He quickly retreated from the chat interface with Victor Han, found the chat
interface with Aunt Jessica, and directly sent the location to the past.

At this time, let Aunt Jessica rush over, and both parties can see it.

And after letting Aunt Jessica, the blind date, met his uncle, he knew what it
was to retreat.

After finishing all these, Levi slowly switched back to the chat interface with
Victor Han, and asked proudly.

{Uncle, are you coming here? }

{Didn’t you call me over? }

{No, why does Uncle seem unwilling to come over? Then don’t tell you about
Levi. }



At this moment, a car parked outside the five-star hotel, Victor Han sat in the
back seat, staring at the text message and pursing his lips unhappily, and
reached out to pinch his sore temples.

This little guy just wanted to force him to admit that he wanted to come over,
right?

People are big and small, who taught him?

Forget it, if there are things to be done, sooner or later they have to be
admitted.

Thinking of this, Victor Han tapped the screen to reply.

{I want to come by myself, are you satisfied? }

{This is what the uncle himself said. }

{Location to me. }

Levi was finally satisfied and called the waiter to ask about the box number,
and then told Victor Han.

After the waiter went out, Li Sihan was puzzled.

“Is anyone else coming?”

“Yes, uncle, I called uncle over too.”

Hearing that, Li Sihan frowned, his expression suddenly unhappy, not wanting
to be angry, but he couldn’t suppress his temper. He asked in a weird manner:
“Why is this? Isn’t my uncle asking you to eat today?”



“Yeah, but there are too many things in Levi peas. I can’t finish eating with my
uncle. Let’s not waste it. I will ask uncle to come over and eat together.”

Li Sihan: “…”

One more person, will he add vegetables and spend his money?

Thinking of this, Li Sihan couldn’t help but speak out.

“Levi, uncle said only to invite you, your uncle’s words… cannot be counted.”

Five thousand yuan is already very painful. She is just a woman. He didn’t
plan to spend money at first, but because he thought of what he would get
later, he reluctantly cut the flesh to spend five thousand. If it was a little more,
he would not recognize it. Up.

“Ah, uncle, don’t worry, my uncle is super rich, and he will definitely not spend
your money~ it’s okay to let my uncle treat him.”

Li Sihan: “…”

This said as if he was very poor.

He didn’t answer, his face getting ugly.

“Uncle, are you and Aunt Jessica boy and girl friends?” Levi asked suddenly.

Hearing that, Li Sihan froze for a moment. He wanted to say yes, but he was
afraid that Levi would go back and talk nonsense, just like he said that the
shop is his own.

Don’t let the children break their own affairs.



So he denied it.

“Not yet, but…”

“That’s good.” Levi covered his heart with a frightened look: “If you and Aunt
Jessica are boy and girl friends, it won’t be easy.”

“What do you mean?” Li Sihan keenly caught something wrong.

“Because Aunt Jessica likes my uncle~” Levi said with a smile, with an
innocent look on her face.

Li Sihan: “…”

Does that woman have a favorite man? Isn’t it single? How come?

“Levi, you mean, Jessica and your uncle are boyfriend and girlfriend?”

“Well, it’s not right now, but Aunt Jessica likes to be with my uncle for a long
time. They should be together soon~ Uncle, how did you and Aunt Jessica
meet? Why have you been helping out in the store these days? Ah? Are you a
new employee hired by Aunt Jessica?”

“No!” Li Sihan endured his anger and denied: “How could my uncle be an
employee?” The boss was almost the same. The employee was a shit. He
originally planned to put it to the end, but he didn’t expect to get Cheng Yaojin
halfway.

“Uncle is not an employee, who is that uncle?”

“…It’s your Aunt Jessica’s blind date, which is the marriage partner, you
know? You just said that Jessica likes your uncle, is that true?”



After hearing that the other party said that he was Jessica’s marriage partner,
Levi showed a shocked expression, reached out his hand to cover his mouth,
released his hand for a long time, and stuck out his tongue at Li Sihan.

“Sorry uncle, Levi said something wrong. Aunt Jessica actually doesn’t like my
uncle at all. She didn’t steal her uncle when she was drunk, and she still lives
in her uncle’s house…Ah!”

Halfway through, Levi reached out and covered his mouth again!

“what???”

Upon hearing this, Li Sihan’s face was charcoal-colored, and his brows wrung
up fiercely. How could that woman be so unaware of self-love??? ?

Damn it! What a shameless woman!

“Uncle…I was wrong. I just said those nonsense.” Levi looked aggrieved and
almost crying.

However, Li Sihan was so angry that his eyebrows hurt. Just as he was about
to say something, a cold male voice came in.

“If you know you’re wrong, just apologize.”

Chapter 1143
The sudden sound of the male voice made the two people in the box stunned
at the same time, and both looked at the sound source two seconds later.

At the entrance of the box, Victor Han, in a black suit, stood there, his tall and
handsome face and eyes with restrained annoyance, staring at Levi.



Looking at Victor Han’s indifferent eyes, Levi clearly felt the anger he passed
from him, and instantly shrank his neck.

Hey, he seems to have offended his uncle. He wants to go back to rescue the
soldiers!

But now his mission has not been successful, and Aunt Jessica doesn’t know
when she will come. Although he has already told the waiter, Jessica said to
bring her into the box.

He hopes Aunt Jessica can successfully appear in the box before uncle
finishes handling these things.

“Uncle.”

He was looking forward to the appearance of his uncle, but now Victor Han
finally appeared, Levi was a little afraid of him. After shouting, he shrank his
neck, hoping that Aunt Jessica would appear soon.

As long as Aunt Jessica comes, uncle’s attention will not be on her.

Victor Han shouldn’t have come.

The little girl wants to go on a blind date with other men. It is her own choice.
He has no right to interfere with her freedom of life and right to choose.

However, it is one thing to think, and whether to do so is another.

After putting down the phone and thinking for a while, the body still made a
choice before the brain.

He came.



Although he knew that he might come this time and would watch her and
other men go on a blind date, he… still couldn’t control his emotions.

The kind of emotion that he wants to come over is completely uncontrollable.

But before entering the box, Victor Han didn’t expect that he would hear such
words, so it sounded like Jessica was not here.

After entering, h confirmed that the little girl was indeed not there.

It seems that he was placed one by Levi.

Victor Han’s long legs walked steadily to the side of Levi, and then his cold
eyes fell on Li Sihan’s face.

The two of them had just met, and Li Sihan felt as if there was a surge of
pressure on his body. This invisible pressure made him stunned and unable to
move.

Levi is so delicate and cute, his words and deeds look like the children of a big
family.

So Li Sihan also made some preparations in his heart, but Victor Han’s
appearance still caught him by surprise. Because the man in front of him looks
really good and has a heavy halo.

And he could see that the man in front of him was not an ordinary man.

How could Jessica provoke such a man?

“This gentleman.” Victor Han said coldly, staring at each other: “I am Levi’s
uncle, hello.”



The aura is so strong.

Li Sihan took the initiative to reach out his hand blankly.

“You, hello, I am Li Sihan.”

“Ok.”

Victor Han stretched out his hand and touched him, and after taking it back,
he said slowly: “What Levi said just now is not the truth. Children like to talk
nonsense. I hope Mr. Li will not misunderstand.”

“I know, kid, Tong Yan Wuji, I didn’t take it seriously.”

“If Mr. Li is serious, I can explain.”

“No need.” Li Sihan waved his hand awkwardly: “No need to explain, I believe
it. And I don’t think Jessica is like this kind of girl, how could she do such a
thing? I believe her.”

Victor Han looked at Levi with a stern look: “Since you have said something
wrong, I will apologize seriously.”

Millet pouted aggrievedly: “Uncle~”

He acted so spoiled that he didn’t want to apologize, and he didn’t talk
nonsense at all. Aunt Jessica just liked his uncle, and all those things he did
were true. He really didn’t know what his uncle was thinking. Everyone came,
but he actually clarified this with Aunt Jessica’s object. Isn’t this the equivalent
of matching two people?

He was really pissed off.



“Apologize!” Victor Han’s eyes became more severe, with a deep stern
expression.

Well, Levi can only admit it, and reluctantly said: “I’m sorry Uncle Li, what I
said just now was nonsense. Aunt Jessica is very good to Levi, so Levi has
always wanted Jessica Auntie is my aunt, so she talks nonsense.”

“It’s all right, I don’t care, don’t worry.”

Soon, the food came to, and Li Sihan broke the embarrassment.

“Since we are here, how about sit down and eat together?”

Victor Han glanced at the food on the table, his eyes fell on the bottle of
expensive red wine in front of him, only to look at the millet beans again.

In the face of his uncle’s eyes, Levi could only lower his head with a guilty
conscience.

Hey, he’s also helping Aunt Jessica. If the other party has no money but wants
to make a swollen face to fill a fat man, then if Aunt Jessica marries such a
man, she will be very upset!

“Mr. Li is polite.”

With that said, Victor Han still sat down.

As soon as the three of them were seated, there was a female voice outside
the door.

“Is it here? Thank you.”



When Jessica entered the box, her breath was still very unstable, because
she rushed over after she received the message from Levi. She also glanced
at her Yu’e Bao when she went upstairs.

Immediately wanted to cry without tears.

Because she is a pauper now, what will she pay for when she rushes over?

Forget it, the big deal first borrow a little from Huabei, and then put it on.

Thinking about Jessica, he feels that life is really bitter. This stinky millet bean
is really not worrying at all.

After arriving at the location, Jessica rushed into the box and shouted Levi’s
name, but when she went in, she was stunned when she saw someone’s
figure.

Victor Han…

Why is he here?

There were three people in the box, Victor Han, Levi, and her blind date.

Jessica was suddenly embarrassed.

Her lips opened, but he couldn’t say a word.

She originally thought that only Li Sihan and Levi were there. She had already
said her words. Now that Victor Han is here, she can’t say a word.

She didn’t want to see him, and she didn’t want to talk to him anymore, to get
more involved.



Unexpectedly, Levi…

Soon, Jessica calmed down, calmed her breathing, and walked over to Li
Sihan in silence to sit down.

Victor Han’s eyes darkened for a few minutes, and his thin lips pressed
calmly.

Levi was immediately unhappy when he saw it.

“Aunt Jessica, come and sit with Levi~” He pointed to the position beside him,
and then said to Victor Han: “Uncle, get up quickly. I want to sit with Aunt
Jessica. Go and sit next to you. “

Before Victor Han could respond, Jessica said indifferently.

“No, it’s good to sit like this.” As if deliberately, Jessica smiled again, and
explained aloud: “I will tell you about Li Sihan, who is my blind date. It’s
suitable for me to sit with him. Learn more.”

Li Sihan was surprised and delighted when he heard this. It seems that Zhou
Jessica agrees with him? So he looked at Zhou Jessica affectionately.

Chapter 1144
Blind date.

The hand placed under the table tightened a bit, Victor Han lifted the teacup
on the table to his lips and took a sip.

Levi was depressed, and he didn’t know what Aunt Jessica was up to. She
obviously liked his uncle, so why did she have a blind date?



Because he was depressed and he didn’t have the right to talk, Levi could
only eat.

Originally, he didn’t come here to eat, but now that he has ordered so much, it
is better not to waste it. Otherwise, as his uncle just now, he is afraid he will
be called QAQ.

Levi was serious about eating, but the three adults had different thoughts.

Because of Zhou Jessica’s words, Li Sihan behaved very diligently, serving
Jessica with vegetables, and gently letting her eat more.

Jessica: “…”

Seeing him use his chopsticks to put things into his bowl, the inexplicable
Jessica felt a little unhappy, obviously there are public chopsticks here, why
does he use his own chopsticks?

Is she shooting herself in the foot?

If you don’t eat, it won’t work, and if you eat, she feels disgusted in her heart.

After all, she doesn’t want to just exchange saliva with a man…

It’s disgusting to think about it.

When Jessica was tangled, Levi suddenly raised his head from what he was
eating.

“Uncle Li, there are public chopsticks here, why do you use your chopsticks to
hold things for Aunt Jessica?”

Hearing, Li Sihan explained with a smile.



“It doesn’t matter, your Aunt Jessica and I are getting married anyway. It’s
okay to use the same pair of chopsticks.”

Victor Han said indifferently, “If you are getting married soon, that’s fine. What
about others?”

“What?”

Victor Han looked directly at the dishes on the table.

“It is you who are going to get married. We are not related to you, but do you
think you want to eat the drool of strangers?”

Li Sihan: “…”

He and his friends never cared about this before, but now in this five-star
hotel, it seems a bit strange if they don’t care about it.

“Yes, Uncle Li, do you care about hygiene.”

Seeing the right opportunity, Levi hurriedly made up a knife, and he could
understand it. Although the uncle looked nothing on the face, but the sentence
just now was deliberately on the blind date with Aunt Jessica, hum, then he
too Can’t fall behind.

Jessica who didn’t intend to eat: “…”

After hearing this, Jessica felt that if she didn’t do something, it meant that she
also disliked it too obviously.

Thinking of this, she smiled slightly and raised her head to look at the opposite
duo.



“It’s nothing, if you mind, then we can eat separately.”

Levi: “…Aunt Jessica don’t want it, these are all Levi’s favorites.”

Jessica: “…”

Jessica still couldn’t bear this food, so she had to speak softly.

“I mean, I don’t mind myself. Li Sihan was also negligent just now, so let’s put
the dishes he picked up in front of us. Don’t move.”

“QAQ Aunt Jessica, do you really want to eat someone else’s saliva?”

“…”

Why did Jessica feel so disgusting when he said that. She was only here to
eat, but she developed into this way, her heart was really choked.

She is also very disgusted, but she can’t lift a rock and drop her in the foot.

Thinking of this, Jessica smiled slightly, “I’m fine, anyway, we are getting
married.”

“Jessica, you don’t dislike me, thank you very much.”

Jessica picked up the chopsticks and was about to eat, but Victor Han put the
teacup on the table with a bang, making a loud noise, attracting all eyes.

“Waiter.” He scolded coldly.

The waiter came in quickly.



“Remove all the things that have been moved and replace them with exactly
the same ones.” Victor Han said coldly.

The waiter was stunned for a moment, and quickly reacted and moved
forward to withdraw the dishes.

Victor Han stared at the mountain of plates piled up in front of Jessica, “Take
the share in front of her too.”

Li Sihan’s face was ugly.

Jessica gritted her teeth and endured her forbearance. Finally she couldn’t
bear it, and put down her chopsticks with a bang.

“What do you mean?”

Victor Han’s expression was light, without a trace of dislike or anger, he lightly
raised his eyes, raised his eyebrows and said lightly: “It’s not interesting, I
can’t stand someone who doesn’t care about hygiene.”

He rarely speaks like this today.

And this sentence refers directly to her blind date, Jessica really thinks the
other party is very funny.

After pushing her away, but at this moment, he came out to beat her blind
date. What did her blind date do wrong? Jessica couldn’t stand it, and
sneered directly.

“I said it earlier. If we don’t talk about hygiene, you don’t have to sit with us.
No, you shouldn’t sit in the same box with us. After all, you might think that
breathing is unsanitary, right? “



Levi looked dumbfounded.

TAT, why are you arguing??? ?

The atmosphere suddenly became domineering, and even Li Sihan didn’t
expect Jessica’s reaction to be so big, but when he thought about it, he
instantly understood that even if he was reborn, he would not have this
reaction, right?

The waiter was standing beside him. He didn’t expect such a scene to
happen. He was embarrassed and at a loss. He didn’t know whether to
execute Victor Han’s instructions, so he could only look at him.

“Sir, look?”

Victor Han said lightly: “Go on.”

So Jessica became angry, and could only watch the waiter take away the
things in front of her, and stood still and looked at Victor Han helplessly, just
like a pair of star-eyed eyes.

He ignored her anger and claws, and he didn’t even bother to argue with her.

He must be disgusted in his heart? But why did she appear here in disgust?

Yes, if it weren’t for Levi, he would not have come.

Jessica lost her strength and sat back weakly.

Soon, the waiter put all the dishes back on. Li Sihan’s noodles were like
dishes, and he always felt like he was about to lose a lot of money. He bit his
dry lips and asked: “Well, this new dish needs another price. Huh?”



The waiter was stunned, then nodded.

“Of course.”

Li Sihan’s face was even harder to look at when he heard the words. Because
of the unpleasant incident that happened just now, he felt that he didn’t need
to give the opposite party, and simply said directly: “Then you take his other
account. Anyway, the gentleman asked you to withdraw. We have nothing to
do.”

The waiter had never seen anything like this before, so he could only look at
Victor Han for advice. Seeing Victor Han nodded, he left with confidence.

Jessica’s hand under the table was tightly clinched.

After Li Sihan said those words, Victor Han would definitely look down on her
even more, right?

She was silent for a long time and looked at Li Sihan beside her.

“It’s nothing, he can change it as he likes it. I will pay as much money as I
want. Anyway, I invited Levi for dinner today, it has nothing to do with
someone.”

Li Sihan heard this as if he swallowed a fly, but finally nodded when he
thought that Jessica would pay.

Chapter 1145
Although it is everyone eating together.

But at the beginning, only millet beans were eaten.



Jessica was so angry that she didn’t have any appetite. She wanted to quarrel
with Victor Han, but the other’s eyebrows were always light, and her full of
anger could not be contained.

It’s as if a violent fist hit a ball of cotton after being thrown out, making people
feel painless, but feeling very uncomfortable.

So she didn’t eat anything. Li Sihan persuaded her several times. Jessica
said, “Thank you, I have no appetite. You can eat.”

Li Sihan wanted to eat it. After all, he hadn’t eaten these things before, and
they all cost money. It would be too wasteful if they didn’t finish eating.

He persuaded Jessica to eat because he felt that he would have no face to
eat by himself, but Jessica was unwilling anyway. Li Sitong did it, and in the
end he could only eat.

And like Jessica, Victor Han never moved his chopsticks.

He has always been drinking tea, the food in front of him hasn’t moved a bit,
and his face is ugly, and his dark eyes are secretive, making it difficult to see
emotions.

She doesn’t know how long this meal will take, Jessica can hardly sit down.

The belly of Levi was about to explode before he dared to stop, then carefully
glanced at Victor Han who was sitting next to him.

“Uncle, I’m full.”

Hearing that, Victor Han glanced at him indifferently, his thin lips pressed
tightly without speaking.



Levi showed a grieved expression, clutching his bulging belly.

“I really can’t eat it.”

It was the first time he saw such a serious look on his uncle, it was terrible, he
really wanted to go home to find his mother!

Victor Han was angry, but when he saw the little guy’s soft hand covering his
bulging belly, he realized something, his thin lips lightly opened.

“Then don’t force it.”

After all, he was a child, and told him to eat so much in silence. Next time the
president should teach him.

Moreover, if his belly is broken, he will not be able to confess to his sister
when he is an uncle.

With Victor Han’s first promise, Levi finally breathed a sigh of relief and
squatted on the table, “Thank you, and uncle.”

Finally, he cannot eat it, and if he eats it, he will really explode.

Li Sihan alone was eating on the table.

He is really edible, and he makes noises when he eats. Although everyone
has his own way of eating, he should pay attention to it in public.

Jessica also didn’t expect Li Sihan to be like this, but she didn’t have the mind
to pay attention.

Everyone is waiting for Li Sihan.



Until Levi asked: “Uncle Li, are you hungry?”

Li Sihan realized that he was eating too much, and stopped in
embarrassment, then wiped his mouth with a tissue, showing a decent smile
again.

“Uncle is not hungry, just doesn’t want to waste food.”

Well, not wasting food is a virtue, there is nothing to say about Levi.

When checking out, the waiter came in with the bill, and Li Sihan immediately
said: “I’ll settle it!”

Jessica was borrowing money from Huabei with her mobile phone. She saw
the bottle of red wine. The wine was already opened and it was impossible to
return it. So this meal should not be cheap. Fortunately, she borrowed enough
for the wine.

There is no need for Victor Han to pay for the meal.

But before he finished it, Li Sihan beside him stood up, looking sour.

Levi blinked and smiled at Li Sihan.

“Thank you Uncle Li for inviting me to dinner.”

“You’re welcome, you’re welcome, a trivial matter, how much is it?”

After the waiter reported a number, Li Sihan froze in place, and did not
respond for a long time.

“You, how much did you just say?”



“Sir, the total consumption this time is 38,688.”

Li Sihan: “…Didn’t it mean that the minimum consumption is five thousand?
Where did thirty thousand yuan come from?”

“Sir, this bottle of red wine is worth about 30,000 yuan.”

Li Sihan: “When did you open a bottle of red wine? Why don’t I know?”

He glanced at it and saw that there was an extra bottle of red wine on the
table. He seemed to know that it was very valuable. What kind of red wine is
so expensive?

Where can he get more than 30,000 yuan?

He doesn’t have much savings himself, and Li Sihan’s face is hard to look at
thinking of this.

“Can the bottle of red wine be returned? We never had a sip.”

“Excuse me, sir, once the wine is opened, it cannot be returned.”

“Why can’t we return it? We really haven’t drunk it, you… just take it back and
pack it.”

“Really not, sir…”

When Li Sihan was arguing with the waiter, his slender hand handed a card
over, “Trouble.”

The waiter got the card and ran out quickly.



“You, why… Didn’t you tell me to pay?” Li Sihan saw that the person who paid
was Victor Han, and the whole person suddenly became bad, so he could
only try to dismiss his own face, “The bottle of red wine we No one has ever
moved. You just paid for it. Isn’t that a waste? Why should we be such a fool.”

Victor Han said quietly to explain.

“The red wine cannot be returned once it is opened. No matter how much you
tell her, you still have to pay.”

Li Sihan: “…”

“Yes, Uncle Li, thank you for inviting me to dinner today, and you are kind
enough to bring me Dou Xin.”

Listening to this, it was extremely harsh. Li Sihan looked at the children’s
eyes, always feeling that what he said was really unkind.

Soon, Jessica transferred 40,000 yuan to Levi’s phone, then raised her head
and said to Levi.

“Levi, I have transferred the money for this meal to your WeChat account.
Remember to check it and pay it back for me.”

After hearing Jessica’s words, Li Sihan felt that he had recovered 10% in an
instant. He turned around and smiled at Jessica: “I’ll ask, I will transfer the
money to you later.”

Jessica had no intention of staying here, so she nodded indiscriminately, and
then said: “There are still things to be done in the store, so I will leave first.”

After Li Sihan left with Jessica, Levi looked at Victor Han depressed.



“Uncle, why don’t you stop Aunt Jessica?”

Victor Han’s hand movement paused.

Bar?

What did he stop? She has gone on a blind date, and she has gotten in with
other men. What did he stop?

After drinking the last sip of tea, Victor Han put the cup on the table.

“In the future, don’t do such silly things.”

Levi was dissatisfied: “Where is it boring, that uncle didn’t really want to go on
a blind date with Aunt Jessica. He was obviously unkind, and Aunt Jessica
likes his uncle, why should he be with others?”

Victor Han did not answer.

Levi said again: “Uncle, you really shouldn’t deny it, so that bad guy will leave
Aunt Jessica.”

“What then?” Victor Han looked at him faintly, “After he left, he went out and
talked nonsense to ruin your Aunt Jessica’s reputation?”

Chapter 1146
The millet bean said by this sentence was taken aback.

He only thought of driving the man away from Aunt Jessica, but he didn’t
consider the more important things. If the man was so embarrassed and left
because of what he said, he would go out to talk nonsense and bad Aunt
Jessica’s reputation.



Levi hadn’t thought of it before, but he felt that there was something to care
about other people’s words, anyway, life is his own, and the person Jessica
likes is his uncle, and he must only care about his uncle.

Thinking of this, Levi talked back.

“Aunt Jessica is not the kind of person who cares about others’ eyes.”

“What about her parents?”

Levi: “…”

Victor Han got up with the key and said, “Now you know why I denied it? Get
up, don’t be such a fool in the future, next time, I will send you directly to your
father and let him teach you personally.”

See if he still says he is a scumbag.

Levi reluctantly followed Victor Han and got up and walked outside. The little
girl was still aggrieved and could only say: “Uncle, you have to believe me,
that uncle really has no good intentions. When he went to the store, he
actually told Levi that the store belongs to him.”

Hearing this, Victor Han finally paused and narrowed his eyes: “What you said
is true?”

“It’s a real uncle, so Levi doesn’t like him. Even before he married Aunt
Jessica, he said that the ramen restaurant belongs to him. The ramen
restaurant is the work of Aunt Jessica.”

Victor Han didn’t take the millet beans anymore, but he already had
calculations in his heart.



“Understood, I will take care of this matter, don’t interfere anymore.”

After returning to the company, Victor Han called Su Jiu over and asked her to
investigate someone.

Su Jiu didn’t know who he was investigating at first, but after inquiring clearly,
she knew the reason, and then couldn’t help but teased Victor Han.

“Is President Han finally getting the hang of it?”

Hearing, Victor Han looked at her sternly.

Su Jiu smiled and said, “I can’t ask a question? Okay, then I will investigate
and the result will be very fast.”

After Jessica returned to the ramen restaurant, her mood has been very
depressed. Li Sihan has been with her several times and she either ignored
him or didn’t hear her.

Finally, Li Sihan was discouraged.

“Are you blaming me for not being able to pay for that meal?”

Hearing, Jessica realized that what she did just now was a bit too much, and
could only explain: “No, it has nothing to do with you, I was just a little tired
when I ran out, and I said it a long time ago, you and Levi It’s not a relative or
reason, and he didn’t have to ask him to eat, so it’s normal for me to pay for
the meal.”

“Then you, how are you on hand? That meal is so much money, you…”

“It’s okay.” Jessica smiled slightly: “I have a store and I have income every
day, so don’t worry.”



Li Sihan secretly thought, really rich, it seems that the introducer is right,
Jessica is indeed a rich little woman.

“Why don’t you go back today?” Jessica was also very embarrassed. Seeing
that it was not too early, she asked Li Sihan to go back to rest earlier.

Although Li Sihan felt upset, he nodded.

“Okay, then I will see you tomorrow.”

“Okay, be careful on the way.”

After he left, Jessica got down again.

She didn’t make any money, and went out for tens of thousands. Thinking
about it, she felt painful. She suddenly regretted it. Why didn’t she take the
bottle of red wine when she left?

How can it be a red wine worth 30,000 yuan? She paid but didn’t take it away.
Is she mentally retarded?

The more she think about it, the more uncomfortable it becomes.

When the shop closed at night, Jessica and Janis were preparing to go home
again. When they went out, they saw Victor Han’s car parked not far away,
while he was still standing by the car, his slender figure standing extremely
straight. The handsome face attracted the attention of many passers-by.

Seeing him, Janis was taken aback. Then she looked at her daughter.

After her daughter came back today, something was wrong, she thought about
it, maybe something went wrong.



Now that the handsome man appears here again, he will soon be able to link
up what happened today.

Seeing them, Victor Han quickly walked over and stopped in front of the two.

“Hello, auntie, see you again.”

Janis was a little embarrassed, but still smiled politely at the other party.

“Really, are you looking for my daughter?”

With a faint smile on Victor Han’s lips, he nodded: “I want to talk to her about
something personal.”

“Okay, then you guys talk, I’ll go next and wait.”

Jessica: “Mom! Don’t go, I have nothing to say to him.”

“Yan Yan, my mother told you last time that if there is something left open,
even if it becomes a stranger in the future, it must be settled now, right?
Peace of mind, you are my daughter of Janis, if He dares to bully you, and
Mom won’t let him go.”

Jessica: “…”

“Okay, let’s talk, young man, I will go home first, I hope you can send my
daughter downstairs safely later.”

Victor Han nodded: “Auntie Janis.”

After Janis left, Jessica stood there and closed her eyes, taking a deep
breath.



“I have already paid for the meal, and I have made it clear to you. I won’t
pester you again in the future. What do you want?”

Her tone was full of impatience and fatigue, and she didn’t even look at him.

Victor Han was a little dull, his thin lips pressed a little tight.

“I know, but I think there are some things you must know.”

Jessica raised her eyes and looked at him steadily.

“What do you want to say in the end?”

“Go and talk in the car.” Victor Han suggested. After all, there are many
passers-by here, and they look at them from time to time. Victor Han dislikes
this kind of conversation atmosphere. Most importantly, he hopes Jessica can
be quiet.

“Go to the car to talk?” Jessica glanced at the car behind him, and suddenly
showed a mocking look: “Isn’t this bad, Mr. Victor? After all, I’m a person who
doesn’t care about hygiene, and I’ve been working in a ramen restaurant all
day. My body is dirty and smelly. If you get in your car, isn’t it a pollution to
you? I think its fine.”

These words sounded particularly harsh, which made Victor Han not happy.

“Do you have to say this to me?”

“Then how do you want me to talk?” Jessica smiled, and took two steps back,
staring at him curiously: “Say something about Fengcheng? Maybe you prefer
to listen to these?”



Victor Han pursed his lips, his expression was serious, and the breath of the
whole body fell.

He didn’t expect that what happened that night would turn out to be like this. Is
it irretrievable?

“That night, I…”

“If Han always wants to explain what happened that night, then there is no
need to say it, I know it very well myself, please do not hesitate to drive!”

Jessica stepped back again, covering her ears as if she didn’t want to listen to
his explanation.

Such a scene reappeared again. It is ridiculous that the president of the
dignified Han Group was helpless by a little girl.

Chapter 1147
But what Victor Han can be sure of is that the little girl didn’t want to hear him
explain what happened that night.

That being the case, he won’t say anything.

But some things, she still has to know.

He stepped forward, clasped Jessica’s wrist, and pulled her to his car without
waiting for her reaction. Jessica only felt that the strength belonging to him on
her wrist was very heavy, and her wrist hurt a little.

She wanted to struggle, but his power was like a heavy chain, so heavy that
she couldn’t break free.



Soon she was pulled by him to the car. After seeing him open the car door,
she stood there reluctantly, just reluctant to sit in.

“If what I want to say is about your blind date, don’t you want to know?”

Blind date?

Li Sihan?

Jessica frowned slightly and looked at him.

“What do you mean by that?”

“If you want to know, just get in the car.”

“…”

Threaten her?

Jessica’s eyes widened, and after thinking about it, she got into the car. Who
is afraid of whom?

The little girl finally got into the car, Victor Han breathed a sigh of relief and got
into the driver’s seat.

After getting in the car, the little girl sat still in anger, Victor Han said that she
was wearing a seat belt and ignored. There was no way, Victor Han could only
leaned in and fastened her seat belt.

But as soon as his hand crossed in front of Jessica, Jessica quickly said,
“What’s the matter with my blind date? Hurry up, I’ll get out of the car after I’m
finished, and I don’t need to wear a seat belt.”



As her voice fell, Victor Han’s hand was already placed on the seat belt, and
the gaze that fell on her face was slightly cool, but Victor Han’s tone was a
little bit cooler than this.

“I promised Auntie to take you home safely.”

“That’s what you promised, but I didn’t promise.” Jessica looked away, didn’t
want to look at him at all, and was full of disgust: “If you have anything to say,
if you don’t say anything, I will leave.”

“…”

With her appearance, Victor Han was really helpless, and his tone could only
be softened.

“Really don’t wear a seat belt? Don’t I need to take you home?”

Jessica stubbornly and firmly said: “No.”

After a moment of silence in the car, Victor Han took her away, and finally took
his hand back.

After a while, he handed over a document.

Hearing the sound of the paper, Jessica turned her head and saw that he
actually handed her a copy of the document, and doubts arose in her heart.

“What is this?”

What does it have to do with Li Sihan, her blind date?

She didn’t reach out to pick it up, but asked Victor Han.



“It’s the profile of your blind date.”

Jessica: “…are you investigating him?”

He glanced at her, then retracted his gaze to look forward, and said
indifferently: “Do you know what kind of person your blind date is? What did
you do before the blind date?”

What this said…

Jessica did not know Li Sihan very well, but because it was introduced by
Aunt Zhang, she was also a little bit angry at the time, so she agreed to a
blind date. But blind dates do not mean that you are about to get married.

Moreover, blind dates were originally learned slowly when getting along.

Thinking of this, Jessica looked at Victor Han’s eyes much colder.

“Of course I understand. If I don’t understand how I would go on a blind date,
what advice do you have with this surveyed information?”

“…”

The little girl is very hostile to him now, and in order to piss him off, she
actually said that she knew each other, if she really knew, how could she go
on a blind date with that man?

Not to mention herself, her parents would not agree.

However, she didn’t mean to look at the information, Victor Han pursed his
lips, and said directly.

“Then he went to jail for cheating the girl’s money, do you also know?”



This sentence came off guard, and Jessica couldn’t react.

“What did you say?”

Squatted in prison? Jessica didn’t expect this at all. Although she felt that
something was wrong with Li Sihan, she had never thought of the matter of
having committed a crime and sitting in a bureau.

In other words, she never thought about it.

Now Victor Han suddenly brought the news to her, which not only made her
feel astonished, but also made her feel a pain in her face.

Because she didn’t even understand her blind date, and now he took the
information to tell her.

“Look, your blind date is such a poor personality, and you actually regard him
as a treasure. For him, you don’t know anything, and how ridiculous to be
entangled with such a blind date.”

The hands that Jessica placed on her legs became tighter. Her mind was
knotted and she couldn’t figure it out. No matter what Victor Han did now, she
felt that she was particularly ridiculous.

“This matter was also discovered by Levi first. For safety reasons, I think it is
necessary to investigate.”

The man’s faint voice rang in the car, and to Jessica, the other party seemed
to have a halo of charity.

Her hands tightened and loosened, loosened and tightened, and finally raised
her head to look at him.



“So?”

Victor Han looked at her while pursuing his lips, waiting for her next words.

“Even if he has been in jail, what about it?”

These words made Victor Han frowned, “Do you know what you are talking
about?”

“Of course I know.” Jessica smiled and leaned in close to Victor Han, eye to
eye, nose to nose with him, breathing very close to each other. Jessica’s eyes
were full of ridicule, “You want to tell me the problem that Levi is aware of, but
I can’t detect it. I’m a fool, a stupid person who can’t be stupid, right?”

Looking at Jessica who was close at hand, Victor Han couldn’t tell what it felt
like.

Just now when she suddenly approached, he felt that his heart seemed to
tremble. With the irony in her eyes, the emotion in his heart disappeared
cleanly.

He had always been silent, but his mood was fluctuating because of a little
girl.

“You know I didn’t mean that.”

“What do you mean I don’t want to know, I told you? I won’t pester you again,
and I told you not to come to me again in the future, I don’t want to see you.”

Jessica stuck words in Victor Han’s heart, sentence after sentence.

“Also, even if my blind date has been in jail, that’s my business. Since I don’t
want to see you again, it means that my business has nothing to do with you



and does not need you to take care of it. Even if I am looking for a murderer in
the future , You can’t control it at all.”

The more she spoke, the colder the smile on Jessica’s lips.

He is really ridiculous. He obviously doesn’t like her and hates her, but he still
has to do these things. What is this for?

Give her alms? He really is his beggar? She deserves to run over when he
hooks her fingers, pushes her away and automatically shrinks into the corner?

Only now did she realize how stingy she was and how unbroad-minded she
was.

She couldn’t stand this at all, not at all.

“Don’t be willful.” Victor Han frowned when he heard her words.

Chapter 1148
Didn’t expect that the little girl would actually be like this, what murderer she
said, didn’t she know the importance of these things? There is only one
marriage in a person’s life. If you bet your happiness to an unreliable person
because of anger, it would be really stupid.

“Yes, I am the most capricious. I have never been empathetic, so are you
satisfied?”

Now Jessica is full of resistance to Victor Han, so she speaks very much.

After that, she didn’t want to stay here with Victor Han anymore. She simply
turned around to open the door and leave. However, as soon as her hand
touched the door, Victor Han’s thin white wrist was clasped by Victor Han, and



he leaned forward. He came over, grabbed her wrist with one hand and pulled
into his arms, with the other between her and the car door, preventing her
from getting out of the car.

“What are you doing? Let go of me.” Jessica struggled to get her hand back,
but the other party’s strength was too strong, and she couldn’t save her hand
for a long time.

But Jessica didn’t give up, she was still struggling hard, trying to escape.

Victor Han quickly locked the car door and then released her.

Jessica opened the car several times without being able to open the door, and
stared at Victor Han angrily.

“What on earth do you want?”

“I promised Auntie to take you home safely.”

After knowing that the man had a prison history, Victor Han felt that Jessica’s
current situation was very dangerous. If she was allowed to get along with the
man, nothing would happen.

But the current situation is that the little girl can’t slander him, no matter what
he does or say, it will make the little girl more angry.

“I said that you agreed, but I didn’t agree. You opened the door and let me get
off.”

What responded to her was the sound of Victor Han driving.

The car drove quietly on the empty street at night.



Compared with the quiet outside, Jessica’s heart was blazing fire. She didn’t
know how things developed like this, she seemed to be very crazy and gaffe.

Thinking of this, Jessica closed her eyes and leaned herself far away from
Victor Han.

Send if you love it. Anyway, after tonight, she will treat him as not knowing this
person for the last time.

The little girl suddenly fell silent, which surprised Victor Han.

She was silently sent home all the way, Jessica got out of the car as soon as
the car stopped. But Victor Han still locked the door to death, Jessica could
only mockingly said: “What? President Han hasn’t planned to let me leave yet,
is he reluctant to part with me?”

Victor Han: “…”

This yin and yang look is really a weird headache.

He faintly persuaded: “I don’t want to interfere with you, but I don’t want you to
be harmed. Stop dealing with such people.”

“Mr. Victor, my house has arrived. You have done what you promised. Can
you open the door?”

It seemed that it was useless to say anything now, Victor Han unlocked, and
Jessica ran out of the car and went upstairs.

After Jessica went back, Janis hurriedly greeted her, but Jessica didn’t want to
say a word, so she plunged into the bedroom and threw herself directly into
her quilt without even taking a bath, letting her tears melt silently in the cotton.



Li Sihan still came to the store after get off work the next day.

After yesterday’s events, Jessica now looks at Li Sihan’s eyes differently. She
didn’t expect Aunt Zhang to be so unreliable and introduce her to a person
with character problems.

However, Jessica hasn’t decided whether to tell Janis directly about the other
party’s jail time, or else to make it clear to Li Sihan in private?

After thinking about this, Jessica walked to Li Sihan and said to him.

“Are you free tonight?”

Hearing, Li Sihan was taken aback, then nodded: “Yes, what’s the matter?”

“You come to the store every day to help, I am very embarrassed, so I plan to
invite you to dinner tonight, by the way, I have something to tell you, do you
think it is okay?”

As soon as Li Sihan said that he had something to tell her, she
subconsciously thought he wanted to discuss marriage with her, so she
nodded immediately.

In the evening, Jessica talked to Janis and then went out with Li Sihan. When
the two left, Lao Zhou was still sitting in a chair and drinking tea, watching her
daughter and the man go in and out, and touched with satisfaction chin.

“Why are you laughing?” Janis sat down beside him and gave him a
dissatisfied look.

Father Zhou smiled and said, “I’m thinking, my daughter should be married
soon, right?”



“…Which eye did you see that your daughter was going to marry? She and Li
Sihan didn’t call at all. Can’t you tell?”

Father Zhou was a little surprised: “Really? Isn’t this a good place?”

“It’s good, but don’t you think she is very polite to others? It’s the same as
usual to those customers who come to the store for noodles.”

When Janis said this, Zhou’s father thought for a while and found that what
Janis said actually made sense.

After Jessica and Li Sihan went out, they took a taxi and went directly to a
nearby western restaurant.

She wants to make things clear, so she can find Western restaurants casually,
and she is thinking about how to talk to Li Sihan without hurting her
self-esteem.

So they didn’t notice that shortly after the car they were in, a silver Bentley
slowly followed behind.

In the western restaurant, Jessica and Li Sihan sat face to face.

“The environment of this restaurant is okay.” Li Sihan looked at the prices on
the menu and was a little entangled: “It’s just that the prices are a bit more
expensive.”

Hearing, Jessica answered naturally: “Don’t worry, I said that I will treat you
today and I will check out.”

Li Sihan just waited for this sentence, but did not show it.

“I’m a man, how can I make girls pay the bill? It’s too unmannered.”



“it does not matter.”

Anyway, it was the last meal, there will be no next time after eating.

After the dishes were ready, Jessica still had no appetite, and looked at Li
Sihan in front of him and slowly said, “I am very grateful for your help during
this time, but…I think I should tell you something clearly.”

“Well, tell me.”

“You are really nice and hardworking. My parents also like you very much.
Needless to say, Aunt Zhang, she is full of praise for you.”

These words made Li Sihan’s tail cocked. This woman really thought he was
excellent, would his idea be realized? Marry a good wife home and own a
ramen restaurant by the way. From now on, just sit and wait to collect the
money, and then let this woman go to work.

Who knows that Jessica turned around and suddenly said: “But I feel that I am
not suitable for you, so…”

Hearing this, Li Sihan’s expression changed drastically.

“What are you talking about? It doesn’t fit with me? What doesn’t fit? I haven’t
done well these days?”

“No, you did a good job, it’s just… marriage is a lifetime, so… I think everyone
should be more cautious.”

Chapter 1149
Li Sihan finally understood why she suddenly said that had invited him to
dinner today, and she was here to show off with him?



His face was hard to look like, “Why are you careless? Aren’t you doing well
these days?”

“Yes, but I…” Jessica didn’t know how to explain to the other party, so she
could only calm down her tone as much as possible: “Mr. Li, I’m really sorry,
but the blind date is like that. If you think it’s inappropriate, you can stop
immediately.”

She doesn’t want to be muddled, so try to be concise and let the other person
understand.

Li Sihan didn’t want to eat anymore, and his dreams were broken all at once.
He thought he could live a happy life in the future. Who would have thought
that she wouldn’t continue?

“Is it because of the man yesterday?”

Jessica’s face changed slightly, and she shook her head to deny.

“No.”

“No? I think that’s right? You and the man are eyeing my blind date on the
table, you think I can’t see it? I only saw the man yesterday, and today you
told me to stop and deny it?”

“…”

“Well, I don’t mind what you and he have in the past. Let’s find an auspicious
day to get the certificate and then have the wedding?”

Get a certificate? Jessica paled a lot, and rejected his proposal.

“Sorry, I don’t like you, I can’t marry you.”



Li Sihan said badly, but the other party’s attitude was still very tough, and she
didn’t want to continue with him if he made it clear. Seeing that the dream was
broken and hopeless, Li Sihan immediately became angry.

“It seems that what Levi said is true? I went to live in that man’s house before
getting married. I can see a lot of vanity women like you who see a man with
money and pick it up, hanging your golden turtle on one side. My son-in-law,
while using my blind date as a spare, Zhou Jessica, you are too cheap.”

His voice was so loud that it immediately attracted the attention of many
people around, and everyone looked over here.

Zhou Jessica was stunned, but she quickly understood that the person in front
of her was irritated, and she made it clear to embarrass her.

However, he underestimated Jessica’s psychological tolerance. Except for
those who care, it would be okay to receive strange gazes from others, so
Jessica took his bag and got up.

“Anyway, I’ve already told you clearly, sorry, there are still things in my store,
I’m leaving first.”

Jessica went directly to the counter to check out, and when she left the
restaurant to call a taxi to leave, Li Sihan suddenly rushed over and grabbed
her wrist and dragged it into the corner.

“Smelly woman, dare to give me a cuckold, and see how I clean you up
today.”

The gentleman with glasses disappeared. Now Li Sihan looked like a wild
beast, dragging Jessica to a place where there was no one with red glasses.

“Let go of me, what are you doing? Help…”



Snapped!

She just yelled, her face was slapped, and Li Sihan directly covered her
mouth in the next second: “You still have a face to scream.”

After cursing, shouted at the people around.

“What do you look at? I haven’t seen my husband beat his wife? This woman
is stealing someone from me outside. Let me teach her what’s wrong?”

Although there were many people who were curious, everyone was still afraid
of things after all. After hearing what he said, they all left.

Jessica was dragged into the alley next to her.

“Smelly woman, I knew you were such a person as good as possible, what
else would I pretend to do? I can get you straight, and I will be pregnant if I am
pregnant or not.”

He went directly to Jessica’s hand, ignoring Jessica’s kicking, and tore her
clothes to pieces. When he saw the snow-white skin exposed in the air, Li
Sihan’s eyes flashed with desire, and he wanted to pounce on him with a low
growl. .

“Don’t… let me go…” Jessica found in horror that her strength was no match
for him, desperate.

Boom!

In the next second, he was kicked out, hit the wall not far behind, made a dull
sound and fell to the ground.

Victor Han, who appeared suddenly, kicked Li Sihan into the air.



He was so painful that he could not get up while lying on the ground, clutching
his body and cried again and again.

But this level of pain did not let Victor Han relieve his hatred. His whole body
was full of hostility and blackness, and he approached him step by step,
“finding death?”

When the words fell, he stepped on his finger with one foot and pressed hard.

After a scream, Li Sihan found that the hand he was stepped on was the hand
that had torn Jessica’s clothes just now. Looking at the man in the dark
atmosphere in front of him, he finally realized that he had caused the stubborn
stubbornness. Begging for mercy.

“I was wrong, forgive me, I was wrong, I was wrong… Forgive my life… I am
dead, and you have to pay for it.”

However, what responded to him was the pain in the other hand.

Probably his bones were broken, so Li Sihan fainted directly.

Jessica was frightened, but her sanity was still there. After she was saved,
she squatted down and soon discovered that the person who saved her was
actually Victor Han.

After that, Victor Han’s series of actions exceeded Jessica’s expectations.

This was the first time she saw Victor Han become like this, so defiant, there
was only hostility around him, nothing else.

He seemed to want Li Sihan’s life, even though he fainted, Victor Han still did
not stop.



Until the end, Li Sihan said: I am dead, you have to pay for my life.

This sentence brought Jessica’s sanity back.

She didn’t care that she rushed forward to pull Victor Han, “Don’t fight, he will
really die if you fight again.”

“He’s damned.”

Victor Han continued, Jessica pulled desperately, but couldn’t pull it at all. In
the end, Jessica couldn’t control herself and broke down and cried.

“Don’t fight, I don’t want you to go to jail!!!”

The cry called Victor Han’s reason back.

He stood there and stopped all his movements. Then, turning around slowly,
looking at the little girl crying with hazy eyes, her dark eyes filled with
forbearance.

“Okay, don’t go to jail.”

When the words fell, he took off his suit jacket, covered the little girl, and
wrapped her tightly.

Because she just broke down and cried, Jessica still couldn’t stop her feeling
of crying at this moment, so she twitched, Victor Han lowered her head to dry
her tears, staring at her crying red eyes and swollen face for a long time.
Hugged her up.

When Jessica was gently put in the car, she couldn’t help but stretched out
her hand and pulled Victor Han’s sleeve.



“That… will he die?”

Victor Han’s eyes were cold.

“Can’t die.”

“Really? Would you like to call for an ambulance for him?”

Victor Han looked at Jessica, Jessica was still sobbing, “I, I’m just worried…”

“I understand what you are worried about. I will let someone deal with this
matter.”

Jessica took a reassurance pill and finally felt relieved.

“Go to the hospital first.”

“No, I don’t want to go to the hospital.” Jessica shook her head vigorously,
looking at him with red eyes: “I, I don’t hurt… you don’t need to go to the
hospital.”

She didn’t want her embarrassed appearance to be seen by others, and the
clothes inside her were torn.

Chapter 1150
Jessica’s current appearance is simply pitiful.

Her hair was messy, one side of her face was swollen, and there were a lot of
tears, and she was wearing her clothes, and she looked wronged.

“If you don’t go to the hospital, what should I do if you are injured?” Victor Han
tried to lower his voice and asked softly.



“I don’t want to go to the hospital anyway, and I don’t want to go home.”
Jessica shrank into her knees, and her voice came dullly, “You can send me to
a hotel.”

“…”

What silly thing was this girl saying, even if she didn’t go to the hospital at this
time, he wouldn’t be able to send her to the hotel.

Thinking about going, Victor Han took the person to the house directly. It’s just
that this place is his private place, there are no servants, and it is not the Han
family where he usually lives, so when Jessica got off the car, he was a little
confused.

“This is where?”

“My home.”

When the words fell, he stepped forward and hugged her sideways and
walked inside, Jessica let him hold her, her whole body was full of his aura,
and she had clearly decided to stay away from him yesterday.

But this man just saved her at her most desperate moment, and she felt safe
and reliable. She couldn’t control her small movements and slowly retracted
into the man’s arms.

Victor Han paused, his eyes shifted slightly, and she obviously felt her
transformation. Victor Han only regarded her as fear, so she tightened her
arms, and her low voice was filled with an unknown gentleness.

“Don’t be afraid, this kind of thing won’t happen again.”

Thinking of what happened just now, Jessica was afraid for a while. If Victor
Han did not come to rescue her, what would happen to her tonight?



Thinking of a certain possibility, Jessica’s body trembled unconsciously.

Victor Han hugged her upstairs, placed her on the soft sofa, moved cautiously,
and then said, “Wait for me here.”

He turned around and just wanted to leave, but Jessica grabbed his sleeves
quickly.

“Don’t go.”

This room is too big and horribly empty.

Seeing her like this, Victor Han’s eyes darkened again, and she could only say
softly, “I just went to the next door to get the medicine box, and I’ll be back in a
minute.”

One minute?

Jessica looked at him uncertainly, her eyes seemed to be asking, really?

Victor Han nodded.

“Quickly.”

“Then, then you come back quickly…” After Jessica finished speaking, she
reluctantly released her hand that was holding him, and let Victor Han go to
get the medicine box.

When Victor Han left, Jessica glanced down, only to realize that her white
shoes were stained with black spots. Seeing that it was exceptionally abrupt,
and let it go, she thought of what she was like just now.

Like these white shoes, they were tainted by Li Sihan.



She must be very dirty now, she remembers his hand holding her arm, pulling
her clothes, rubbing her shoulder and skin…

The picture appeared unchecked in his mind, more and more, Jessica
screamed unbearably, stood up and ran out, but slammed into Victor Han’s
arms.

“How…”

Before he finished speaking, Jessica backed away a few steps, avoiding him
like a plague.

Victor Han was holding the medicine box in his hand, intending to help her
treat the wound. He went quickly and returned soon.

But after returning, he found that Jessica’s eyes and expressions were not
right.

Just left for a short time, it became like this?

He took a small step forward tentatively.

“Don’t come here!”

Sure enough, Jessica screamed and took a big step back, staring at him
angrily, “Why do you want to save me? Didn’t I say that I don’t haunt you
anymore? I said I told you not to show up again. Why are you saving me?”

Victor Han pursed his thin lips, his eyes thinned a little.

“I won’t save you, who will save you?”



She lowered her eyes, “Anyone can…but why are you? Why did you see me
so embarrassed…I, I’m so dirty now…”

She bit her lower lip, trying hard to reject the disgusting pictures in her mind,
but the harder she tried, the pictures were like dog skin plaster, and the more
lingering they were.

Victor Han frowned and looked at the little girl in front of him. Is it the cause of
emotional instability? He had known that she would be like this when he left
for a little while, and he should take her with him every step of the way.

“I’m so dirty now… so dirty… you didn’t like me in the first place, now… you
definitely think I’m disgusting?” At this point, Jessica smiled bleakly: “I knew
this, I would rather be forced than Need your help.”

At first, Victor Han felt sorry for her, but later choked to death when he heard
her words.

He squinted his eyes and looked at her dangerously.

What does it mean to be forced rather than save him? Victor Han wanted to
knock on her head in the past to see what was in her mind, but Jessica was
crying aggrievedly, and his mouth was red, looking very pitiful.

Victor Han closed his eyes, and when he opened his eyes again, he had
obviously made some decision.

“According to my character, I really don’t want to do this kind of thing at this
time, but…”

When the words fell, Victor Han strode forward, pinched the little girl’s chin,
forced her to raise her head, leaned over and kissed it.

“Well…”



Jessica completely froze in place, her eyes widened in astonishment.

In an instant, the nasty and disgusting images in her mind exploded, and then
her head became blank, she couldn’t remember anything, only the most real
feeling before her.

That is the temperature on the lips.

When Victor Han’s lips came up, they were cold, and gradually became warm,
and then burned like a fire, almost burning her to death.

She trembled in shock and fell backward weakly, but was wrapped around her
waist by his big hand, and took the opportunity to fit into his generous and
warm arms.

The kiss was deepening, and it didn’t end.

The sky is spinning around, what eve is this eve?

Time raced by, but from the beginning to the end, Jessica’s eyes were not
closed. When Victor Han retreated, she was still in a puppet state, staring at
him blankly.

Victor Han moved his forehead back by half an inch, thinking about it, and
bumping it up again.

It was probably because he had just kissed, so his voice sounded hoarse, with
a bit of desire, blowing gently on her face, but hitting her heart hard.

“Do you still feel dirty now?”

Only his handsome face and breath, as well as the temperature on his lips just
now, did she remember whether he was dirty or not?



Seeing her like this, Victor Han knew that he had made the right choice, and
he realized a very serious matter just now. He actually kissed her for so long
with uncontrollable emotion.

Originally, he only planned to kiss her to fix her heart, and he wanted to tell
her with confirmation.

You are not dirty.

But after the kiss, he lost control.

And he was so out of control that he kissed a girl who had just been frightened
for so long.

This gave Victor Han a headache.

He pursed his lips and said slowly again.

“Why don’t you take a bath first?”


